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Daylight harvesting application note

LEGAL NOTICE DISCLAIMER
This document and the contents of all materials available from this document (the “Content”) are subject to
copyright (including patent protection) by SILVAIR, unless otherwise indicated. Copyright is not claimed as to any
part of the intellectual property owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Product names and markings noted herein may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Accordingly, the Content may not be republished in any way without the
prior written consent of SILVAIR. In doing so, you may not remove or alter, or cause to be removed or altered, any
copyright, trademark, trade name, service mark, or any other proprietary notice or legend appearing on any of
the Content. Modification or use of the Content except as expressly provided herein violates SILVAIR’s
intellectual property rights. Neither title nor intellectual property rights are transferred to you by access to this
document.
The information provided in this document is provided “AS-IS” and SILVAIR specifically disclaims any and all
express, implied or statutory warranties, including the implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose, and
of merchantability and against infringement. No person is authorized to make any warranty or representation on
behalf of SILVAIR concerning the performance of the described services or information. The user of the
document assumes all responsibility and liability for proper and safe handling of the goods and services. Further,
the user indemnifies SILVAIR from all claims arising from the handling or use of the goods and services. It is the
user’s responsibility to take any and all appropriate precautions with regard to electrostatic discharge and any
other technical or legal concerns. Users handling electrostatic discharge installation must have appropriate
electronics training and observe good standards of engineering practice. Except as expressly indicated in writing,
SILVAIR services are not designed for use in medical, life-saving, or life-sustaining applications or for any other
application in which the failure of the SILVAIR service could result in personal injury or death. The information
contained in this document may not be used contrary to applicable law or any purpose other than specified in the
document i.e. for a lighting control solution.
Unless otherwise specified in the writing, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law. SILVAIR SHALL
NOT BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE TO ANYBODY FOR ANY DIRECT or INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF REVENUES, LOSS
OF PROFITS OR LOSS OR INACCURACY OF DATA, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES, OR INCURRED IN USING THIS DOCUMENT OR SILVAIR’S SERVICES AND/OR PRODUCTS.
SILVAIR’S CUMULATIVE LIABILITY FOR ANY AND ALL DAMAGES IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNTS PAID TO
SILVAIR BY THE USER IN THE LAST 12 (TWELVE) MONTHS FOR THE PARTICULAR PRODUCTS AND/OR
SERVICES WITH RESPECT TO WHICH A CLAIM IS MADE. SILVAIR HAS AGREED WITH THE USER THAT
THESE LIMITATIONS WILL SURVIVE AND APPLY EVEN IF ANY LIMITED REMEDY SPECIFIED IN THIS
AGREEMENT IS FOUND TO HAVE FAILED OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
The parameters provided in this document may vary over time. All operating parameters, including typical
parameters, must be validated by each customer’s technical experts.
Except as expressly indicated in writing, no license, express or implied, to any intellectual property rights is
granted by this document or by any conduct of SILVAIR.
The document and information provided in this document is proprietary to SILVAIR, and unless otherwise
indicated in writing, SILVAIR reserves the right to make any changes to the information in this document or to
any products and services at any time without notice.
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The document as well as the rights and obligations of SILVAIR and of the user of the documentation and/or
SILVAIR’S services hereunder shall be governed by Polish regulations. The user of the document and SILVAIR
agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of, and venue in, the courts of Krakow, in any dispute arising out of or
relating to this agreement. The application of the “United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods” is hereby excluded. All required or permitted notices to Silvair under this document will be made
in writing, make reference to this document, and be delivered by hand, or dispatched by prepaid air courier or by
registered or certified airmail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
SILVAIR Sp. z o.o.
ul. Jasnogórska 44
31-358 Kraków
Poland
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Daylight harvesting
What is daylight harvesting?
Daylight harvesting is a lighting control strategy where the electric light is automatically adjusted
based on the availability of daylight in order to reduce the energy consumption while maintaining
desired light level in the space. This results in improved occupant comfort as the daylight is the main
source of illumination in the space and it’s never too bright or too dark, so there’s no need to manually
adjust the light level.

Closed-loop approach
Silvair’s daylight harvesting is controlled by a closed-loop method. The closed-loop method
uses light sensors that measure the light from both daylight and electric light to adjust the
intensity of the light fixtures until desired level is achieved. The changes in light level are
constantly adjusted in response to changing daylight availability. The closed-loop systems are
used mostly in indoor installations.

Image closed-loop daylight harvesting
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How does the Silvair Commissioning support daylight harvesting?
●

Daylight harvesting is supported in both vacancy and occupancy sensing scenarios and
can be implemented at the level of zone1

●

A selected light sensor is used to control the light level of all the fixtures in the zone in a
closed-loop to maintain desired conditions

●

Minimum light output of the luminaires can be specified so that they never dim below
that level

Required items
To use daylight harvesting in your project, you must have:
●

At least one Bluetooth mesh light sensor and a controller installed in the space for each
daylight zone

Danlers CEFL sensor - example
●

Access to the project in the Silvair Commissioning web& mobile apps
○

The Silvair Commissioning mobile app should be installed on an iOS device

●

A lighting zone with daylight harvesting profile selected in the Silvair Commissioning

●

To calibrate daylight harvesting: a light meter

For more information about sequence of operation and example applications check Silvair lighting
control - application guide
1
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Light sensor recommendations
The choice and placement of the light sensors are highly application dependent and critical for
the proper functioning of daylight harvesting. Please follow the manufacturer's
recommendations. You may consider using the manufacturer's application support including
project layout and sensor location services.

Choice of the sensor
To have the right quality of daylight control the closed-loop approach requires accurate
tracking of the light level changes in the space illuminated by the controlled luminaires. The
light sensor should see only the light contributing to the desired field of view while the
influence of the light falling on the sensor from the angles outside this field of view should be
limited to the maximum. Please contact the manufacturer and make sure that the sensors
selected to be installed in the project will have adequate spatial response, i.e the right angle of
view and ideally cut-off sensitivity for the angles outside.

Placement of the sensor

Please follow some general rules for sensor placement:
●

Make sure that the sensor is located directly above the surface where you want to
maintain the desired level.

●

Make sure there is no direct sunlight falling on the sensor and the influence of the
sunlight on the sensor is eliminated by mounting the sensor at the appropriate distance
from the window.
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●

Make sure that the sensor field of view is as close as possible to the surface covered by
the controlled light fixtures and the sensor controls only the light contributing to the
field of view.

●

Avoid direct influence of the light from the luminaire on the light sensor. The angle of
the light sensor and the light distribution of the corresponding luminaire must be taken
into account.

●

Sensors should not be installed above a highly reflective surface.

●

Make sure that the view of the sensor is not obstructed.

●

Install at least one sensor per daylight zone.
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Commissioning
To be able to use daylight harvesting, you must use the Silvair commissioning web and mobile
apps.

Silvair web app
1. Determine lighting zones. Consider defining a zone for each daylight zone. Please refer
to the appropriate energy codes that apply to your project.
2. Profile selected for the zone needs to be daylight harvesting scenario (Occupancy
sensing with daylight harvesting, or Vacancy sensing with daylight harvesting).
3. Click [pencil button] to adjust the parameters of the profile2

4. Fill in the settings3 (Occupied, Prolonged,... and other modes) and add light levels.
5. Save the profile.
6. Make sure that all daylight zones that will operate with daylight harvesting scenario
have relevant profile selected.

More information about available parameters you can find in Silvair Commissioning user manual
Always use “Keep the light above the min. value” with at least 1% in Occupied and/or Prolonged for
projects version < 201903 with Silvair firmware version < 2.13
2
3
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Silvair mobile app
1. Go to the space where you will be using daylight harvesting.
2. Open the project, select the desired area and zone with the Silvair mobile app.
3. After adding all devices to the zone4, you must perform calibration. You can calibrate
devices by pressing CALIBRATE button in the DEVICESor in the in the SETTINGStab

NOTE
●

Calibration is critical as poorly calibrated daylight harvesting can eliminate any of the
daylight harvesting benefits.

●

Daylight harvesting calibration should be performed when all devices have been
added to the zone and have been properly configured (no errors marker in the zone).
Otherwise calibration may lead to errors in light control.

4. Select light sensor.
Manually select a light sensor which will
control the light in the selected zone
(switch the toggle next to the light
sensor to the right).
NOTE: If you change / replace the
sensor in a fixture, you must do the
daylight harvesting calibration again!
HINT: After pressing the sensor icon
a device starts blinking. It helps to
quickly identify the luminaire.

4

For more information on commissioning on-site, check Silvair Commissioning user manual
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5. Place a light meter below the sensor on the surface where you want to maintain the desired light
level.
6. Enter the LUX value measured by the light meter in the Measured light levelfield. Make sure the
light level in the space meets the required minimum value displayed below the input field in order to
reduce the calibration error.
If the minimum light level conditions cannot be achieved (e.g. you need to perform calibration in the
night) adjust the light level of the luminaires in the zone using the slider available in the advanced
settings below.
Note that the selected calibration parameters will be applied onlyto the selected sensor in that zone.
Additionally, each controller in the zone will be calibrated.
7. Confirm action by pressing the CALIBRATE button at the bottom of the screen.
Calibration of the light sensor will start
immediately. Expand Show advanced
settingsto access Light level and
Daylight controller sliders.

8. If there are any issues with the calibration or the daylight control check Troubleshooting section
below in the document.
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Calibration recommendations
In order to have properly working daylight harvesting it needs to be calibrated in each zone
after all devices have been installed and added.
Make sure the following conditions are met:
●

Calibration should be performed after all furniture, interior finishes and materials have
been installed and the building has been occupied. Please repeat each time after making
a significant change in the space layout or anything that may affect light distribution.

●

Make the calibration adjustments at a distance from the sensor & light meter. Step
away for a time before taking the readings as your body will interfere with light levels.

●

Make sure to calibrate under normal daylight conditions with all lights switched off and
do not perform calibration in complete darkness. There should be at least 100 lux
measured by the light meter on the worktop to reduce the calibration error.

●

Make sure windows and skylights are uncovered and clean.

NOTE
If you change / replace the sensor in a fixture, you must do the daylight harvesting calibration again!

The illustrations below present good and unwanted daylight harvesting calibration conditions.
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Good conditions - Desired conditions with daylight only
The daylight available in the space is sufficient and ideally it’s near the desired conditions to be
maintained by the daylight harvesting (light level is near the level defined in the profile selected
for this zone) and at least 100 lux.

Bad condition 1 - Electric light only
Calibrating in space illuminated with electric lighting only may lead to space being underlit
during daytime when the light sensor is affected by the light coming outside of the sensor field
of view.
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Bad condition 2 - Complete darkness
There’s not sufficient light available which leads to incorrect light sensor calibration.

Bad condition 3 - Dusk conditions, e.g. windows covered
Even daylight is available, the windows are covered and there is not sufficient light level in the
space. This may lead to an incorrect sensor calibration which may have high error rate in other
conditions.
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Considerations
Disclaimer
Depending on the actual space reflectance, sensor spatial response and its placement the
measured light level may deviate from the actual value measured at the surface.

Unable to follow calibration recommendations
If you cannot perform calibration in recommended conditions, e.g. have to calibrate daylight
harvesting during night, please follow these steps:
1. In the Calibration view expand Show advanced settings
2. Adjust light level in the space using the slider to achieve desired conditions
3. Enter the value of light provided by the light meter.
4. Press Calibrate button

NOTE
Calibrating the daylight harvesting in conditions other than recommended may lead to unexpected
behavior and undesired light conditions in the space.

Energy saving adjustments
In order to optimise the energy consumption, you may set the high-end trim5, which defines the
maximum level of light level that can be achieved. This would guarantee that the sensor during
the light adjustment will not exceed the threshold light level.
Notice: Setting high-end trim at low level is not recommended in spaces with manual control
because it prevents occupants from adjusting manually the light level to desired levels.

This setting is available in the Silvair web app → project → edit profile → Scenario settings → Low →
high-end trim
5
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Troubleshooting
If there are any issues or unexpected light behavior including frequent on/off or oscillation please perform
the calibration again. Errors may occur during devices’ calibration. Some common errors in the Silvair
mobile app and their explanations are provided below:

Issue

Description

This alert is presented only when sensor issues are
detected. The issues may be caused by:
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

Installation of a sensor has not been
performed in accordance with sensor
manufacturer’s recommendations
Wrong sensor commissioning (e.g. a sensor
has been mounted in a different space than
the calibrated zone)
Using a broken sensor in the installation, or
a factory damage of a sensor
Using a sensor that is: covered, unpacked,
painted, sealed, which results in achieving
an incomplete view
Breaking a sensor while pressing it inside a
lighting fixture
Wrong installation: a sensor is installed too
high
Wrong position (e.g. sensor’s view is
obstructed by a plant)
Choosing the wrong sensor (e.g. the sensor
used in an installation is not an ALS sensor).

Environmental conditions are changing during
calibration. The adverse conditions include:
● A dark cloud outside a window that changes
light intensity
● Closing curtains, or covering a window
placed close to the sensor
● Temporary obstruction of a sensor by a
person, or an object, which makes the
sensor measurements inconsistent
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●

Strong light reflectance aimed at a sensor,
or on the surface which is placed directly
below the sensor.

If there are any issues or unexpected light behavior
including frequent on/off, oscillation or the daylight
control too slow / not reaching the desired level
first run the CALIBRATION TESTto check whether
the performance meets your requirements:
●

Press the context menu

in the top-right

corner on the calibration screen and press
CALIBRATION TEST
●

The testing mechanism will adjust the light
level of the luminaires to the preset
setpoint.

If the test shows any issues, you should try to simply
redo the calibration. If the problems still occur
perform the calibration again with adjusted
Daylight controller responsiveness slider from the
advanced settings:
●

If oscillations occur, position the slider to
the left5

●

If daylight adjustment is too slow, position
the slider to the right

●

Press CALIBRATEbutton

●

Check if the performance using
CALIBRATION TEST.
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Contact Information
Support:

support@silvair.com

Business development:

business@silvair.com

For more information please visit:

www.silvair.com

Our offices:
Europe

North America

ul. Jasnogórska 44

717 Market Street, Suite 100

31-358, Kraków

San Francisco, CA 94103

POLAND

USA
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